Stupid Question:
Which one is the best?
Race Horses and Work
Horses are selected for different targets
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It's the same with CLT, COOPS, Baugruppen, Mietshaüser Syndikat, MHOS, ....
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Citizens who want to build something, Together....

.... but in different contexts
. Financement Possibilities
  . Partnerships
  . Energy production and gestion
  . Services
  . Economical context
  . Social Convictions
  . Legal aspects
  . « Rentability »

......
Local particularisms must to guide the juridical choice!

Not the opposite!
Local particularisms must to guide the juridical choice!

Not the opposite!

Isn't?
But, there is a common aspect:

The price to pay!

OUICOOP is born to facilitate the access to the 3 Basis Ressources:

- Logement
- Energy & Water
- Alimentation
- Mutualisation
- Basis of Standardisation
- Free Resources
- Financement
- Simplifications
- Short Supply Chains
Our Vision for standardisation is not the Uniformisation
But adaptability to local conditions, with a concept close to automobile industry.
Same « Skeleton », lot of declensions
Using the P2P resources to bring Power and Efficiency to Architects
Positive Energy Housing must be accessible to all.
Positive Energy Housing must be accessible to all. Not the high price and selfish model.
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But the Pragmatic, Cooperative and Low Cost Way
OUICOOP is a P2P Platform who Distribute all the Value to his Community!

The real value is the Community, not the Platform!
A New Tool to Re-Create
The « Commons »
TOGETHER